
QUIZ OF THE YEAR



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?



Guess the celebrity baby picture?





Prince William accompanies Prince ?????? on his first day 
of school at Thomas's in Battersea, London.

Prince William accompanies Prince ?????? on his first day 
of school at Thomas's in Battersea, London.



What is the name of the UK Foreign Secretary? 
Pictured here talking to RAF pilots in Barbados.
What is the name of the UK Foreign Secretary? 
Pictured here talking to RAF pilots in Barbados.



A wealthy former accountant opened fire on concert 
goers in which US City? killing at least 58 people and 

injuring more than 500.

A wealthy former accountant opened fire on concert 
goers in which US City? killing at least 58 people and 

injuring more than 500.



At the University of St Andrews, students take part in 
a traditional Raisin Monday celebrations. By fighting 

with?

At the University of St Andrews, students take part in 
a traditional Raisin Monday celebrations. By fighting 

with?



US President Donald Trump links hands with which 
President during the Asean-US summit in Manila, 

Philippines.

US President Donald Trump links hands with which 
President during the Asean-US summit in Manila, 

Philippines.



People gather outside Macy's department store in New 
York as they wait for the sales to begin on which day?

People gather outside Macy's department store in New 
York as they wait for the sales to begin on which day?



Britain's Prince Harry announced he is to marry US 
actress girlfriend Meghan who?

Britain's Prince Harry announced he is to marry US 
actress girlfriend Meghan who?

























General 
Knowledge 
Round 4



What is the Highest Mountain in the world above sea 
level?

What is the Highest Mountain in the world above sea 
level?



How long is a Marathon?How long is a Marathon?



Which is the most common non-contagious disease in 
the world?

Which is the most common non-contagious disease in 
the world?



What type of an animal is a Samoyed?What type of an animal is a Samoyed?



Which is the nearest star to planet earth? Which is the nearest star to planet earth? 



Which is the least populated country in the world?Which is the least populated country in the world?



Which is the most sensitive organ in our body? Which is the most sensitive organ in our body? 



What is the currency of Sweden?What is the currency of Sweden?



When was Twitter launched?When was Twitter launched?



Who was the author of A Christmas Carol?Who was the author of A Christmas Carol?





You will now hear up to 25 seconds of songs that 
have been in the charts this last year.

You will hear each clip only once.

Write down the artist and the song title.























Click video to play





Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Donald Trump and Theresa May



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Ben Affleck and Henry Cavill



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Niall Horan and Liam Payne



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Katy Perry and Selena Gomez



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Meghan Markle and Kate Middleton



Which celebrities have had their faces morphed together?

Floyd Mayweather and Conor McGregor



Guess the celebrity baby picture?

Kim Kardashian





Prince William accompanies Prince ?????? on his first day 
of school at Thomas's in Battersea, London.

Prince William accompanies Prince ?????? on his first day 
of school at Thomas's in Battersea, London.



What is the name of the UK Foreign Secretary? 
Pictured here talking to RAF pilots in Barbados.
What is the name of the UK Foreign Secretary? 
Pictured here talking to RAF pilots in Barbados.



A wealthy former accountant opened fire on concert 
goers in which US City? killing at least 58 people and 

injuring more than 500.

A wealthy former accountant opened fire on concert 
goers in which US City? killing at least 58 people and 

injuring more than 500.



At the University of St Andrews, students take part in 
a traditional Raisin Monday celebrations. By fighting 

with?

At the University of St Andrews, students take part in 
a traditional Raisin Monday celebrations. By fighting 

with?



US President Donald Trump links hands with which 
President during the Asean-US summit in Manila, 

Philippines.

US President Donald Trump links hands with which 
President during the Asean-US summit in Manila, 

Philippines.



People gather outside Macy's department store in New 
York as they wait for the sales to begin on which day?

People gather outside Macy's department store in New 
York as they wait for the sales to begin on which day?



Britain's Prince Harry announced he is to marry US 
actress girlfriend Meghan who?

Britain's Prince Harry announced he is to marry US 
actress girlfriend Meghan who?

























General 
Knowledge 
Round 4



What is the Highest Mountain in the world above sea 
level?

What is the Highest Mountain in the world above sea 
level?



How long is a Marathon?How long is a Marathon?



Which is the most common non-contagious disease in 
the world?

Which is the most common non-contagious disease in 
the world?



What type of an animal is a Samoyed?What type of an animal is a Samoyed?



Which is the nearest star to planet earth? Which is the nearest star to planet earth? 



Which is the least populated country in the world?Which is the least populated country in the world?



Which is the most sensitive organ in our body? Which is the most sensitive organ in our body? 



What is the currency of Sweden?What is the currency of Sweden?



When was Twitter launched?When was Twitter launched?



Who was the author of A Christmas Carol?Who was the author of A Christmas Carol?

























Click video for answer





TIEBREAKER 1!
Which Presenters?

Ant and Dec



TIEBREAKER 2!
Which athlete?

Amir Khan



TIEBREAKER 3!
Which SINGER?

Dua Lipa



LOSING TEAM FORFEIT


